Trite plot of Opposite Sex salvaged by original humor

THE ARTS

T he Opposite Sex (entitled and How to D and looking for a drama that explores a 30s relationship. Though it will not offer any new insights, this trite film remains amusing. This film takes us through the tumultuous relationship of David (Ayre Gross) and Carrie (Courtney Cox). It starts with their meeting in a Boston bar and ends with their eventual marriage. This is the first serious relationship for both, and they fall in love despite David's best friend Eli (Kevin Pollak) and Carrie's(’)frenemies(’) (Courtney Cox). Written by Noah Stern.

Ailey provides genuine sense of African-American culture

THE EMILE BUSTANI
MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR
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THE TECH

Come meet IRI
and expand your
career horizons.

Information Resources, Inc., the nation's most innovative marketing information company, is inviting you to our presentation on March 31st. Join us and learn about exciting products like bildercom®, the most successful new product in the history of market research. We'll also tell you about our fast-paced, dynamic environment and the career opportunities we offer.

Don't miss your chance to meet with the company that changed the marketing research industry. We're looking forward to meeting you.